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We have discovered that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center When Cloudflare is having problems, the rest of the Internet can't be that far behind. The company whose entire raison
d'être ensures the reliability of the companies' websites and Internet-connected services had some online problems even Friday. In a statement late in the afternoon, the company confirmed that at least some of its customers had a bad day. We are aware that some regions may have problems with some Cloudflare services, the company
announced. We're investigating now. We contacted Cloudfare in an attempt to find out what had specifically gone wrong and how many customers were affected. We received no immediate response. However, a business status page provided important insights. This afternoon we saw a power outage over parts of our network, the
statement reads. It was not as a result of an attack. It seems that a router on our global backbone announced bad routes and caused some parts of the network not to be available. The company added that they believed the root cause of the outage had been addressed. We are aware that some regions may have problems with some
Cloudflare services. We're investigating now. — Cloudflare Help (@CloudflareHelp) July 17, 2020 At the time of writing, Downdetector (which is owned by Mashable's parent company J2) showed Cloudflares problems concentrated in the US and northern Europe. Au. Picture: screenshot / downdetector While Cloudflare struggled to get its
services fully functioning again, the internet delighted in the sight of a company selling DDoS protection not being able to stay online - and the equivalent of much of the internet is struggling as a result. Services like Discord there among these reporting issues – probably as a result of Cloudflare's power outage. connect *** not linkorry for
typos we trynna fix and tweet at the same time, not simple things - Discord (@discord) July 17, 2020 This is not the first time Cloudfare has run into trouble. In 2017, the company reported observing network performance issues. UPDATE: July 17, 2020, 3:19 p.m. .m PDT: This story has been updated to include a statement from Cloudflare
denying that Friday's problems were the result of an attack. Loading Cloudflare Apps... An error occurred while loading Cloudflare Apps. Some loading errors are temporary and resolve automatically after a short time. If you encounter this error message frequently, we recommend that you try a different browser or contact us for support.
@KOP_OF_TEA Ça venait de Cloudflare ? Afficher plus Dernière mise à jour de la page par downdetector.fr StatusGator has nearly 6 years of Cloudflare status history. Registration Start Time Type Length Message Details January 23, 2021 3:35 AM UTC WARN 10 minutes Logs Delays Monitoring - Cloudflare has implemented a
solution to this problem and is currently monitoring resu ... January 22, 2021 19:55 UTC WARN about 8 hours Cloudflare Logs Delays Investigators – Cloudflare observes delays in our processing Cloudflare logs. We are today... January 22, 2021 3:30 AM UTC WARN about 2 hours DNS Service Problems Investigating - Cloudflare is
aware of a problem with the performance of the DNS service as potentia ... January 20, 2021 11:05 AM UTC WARN about 2 hours Cloudflare Billing Problems Investigating - Cloudflare has difficulty processing changes through our billing sub ... January 20, 2021 4:50 AM UTC ADVARs in 4 hours DNS Analytics Delays Investigating -
Cloudflare DNS Analytics Manager is running behind. This affects the life of the time... 2021-01-24 05:50:02 +0000 UTC UNKNOWN X minutes here, in, go, questions, downtime, about, Information, will, and more, details, details, information, each, downtime, off, in, you, displayed, power failure, sign, once, look, and, so, be, if, sign, will, in,
here, and until 2021-01-24 05:50:02 +0000 UTC UNKNOWN X minutes will, here, in, questions, it, go, about, Information, and downtime about, see, in , each, details, sign, power failure, here, log, on, and, displayed, will, once, to be, downtime, so, off, Details, more, information, and you 2021-01-24 05:50:02 +0000 UTC UNKNOWN X
minutes go, will, Information, questions, downtime, the, in, about, and here and, more, here, of, each, power failure, see, you, Details, downtime, sign, details, characters, then, in, once, be, to, appear, in , about, and information 2021-01-24 05:50:02 +0000 UTC UNKNOWN X minutes will , go, here, the question, in, downtime, Information,
and about each, displayed, power failure, so, of, information, if, more, you, to, here, downtime, see, details, sign, will, in, once, in, sign, and, Details, and be 2021-01-24 05:50:02 +0000 UTC UNKNOWN X minutes questions, Information, in, about, here, it, downtime, will, and go information , so, sign, power outage, each, see, appear, be,
off, here, more, you, in, about, and, sign, Details, details, downtime, will, once, and in according to the status page Cloudflare is currently up. You can check the latest events in the Recent dorms and issues section above. How can I be notified when Cloudflare isn't working or has a downcrop? StatusGator can send you instant
notifications via email, SMS, Slack and more. Sign up now, it's free! How can I tell if Cloudflare is having problems? There are two main options: you can check the Cloudflare status page, or you can subscribe to StatusGator for free notifications and notifications when their status page changes. Cloudflare status page says that the service
is up, but I have problems. what's the matter? There are several reasons for that: A power outage that hasn't been communicated yet through the Cloudflare status page. Some local issues with a small group of accounts on the service page. Technical issues on your site, or problems with the software or IsP. feilkonfigurasjon på din side.
Vi anbefaler at du kontakter Cloudflare kundestøtte mens du sjekker alt på din side. Du kan også prøve Tweeting på dem via @cloudflare på Twitter. Eller besøk deres offisielle statusside eller nettside: North America Partial Outage Ashburn, VA, USA - (IAD) Operative Atlanta, GA, USA - (ATL) Operative Boston, MA, USA - (BOS)
Operational Buffalo, NY, USA - (BUF) Operative Calgary, AB, Canada - (YYC) Operative Charlotte, NC, USA - (CLT) Operative Chicago, IL, USA - (ORD) Operative Columbus, OH, USA - (CMH) Operative Dallas, TX, USA - (DFW) Operative Denver, CO, USA - (DEN) Operative Detroit, MI, USA - (DTW) Operative Honolulu, HI, USA -
(HNL) Operative Houston, TX, USA - (IAH) Operative Indianapolis, IN, USA - (IND) Operative Jacksonville, FL, USA - (JAX) Operative Kansas City, MO, USA - (MCI) Operative Las Vegas, NV, USA - (LAS) Operative Los Angeles, CA, USA - (LAX) Operative McAllen , TX, Usa - (MFE) Operative Memphis, TN, USA - (MEM) Operative
Mexico City, Mexico - (MEX) Operative Miami, FL , USA - (MIA) Operative Minneapolis, MN, USA - (MSP) Operative Montgomery, AL, USA - (MGM) Operasjonell Montréal, QC, Canada - (YUL) Operative Nashville, TN, USA - (BNA) Operative Newark, NJ, USA - (EWR) Operative Norfolk, VA, USA - (ORF) Delvis strømbrudd Omaha, NE,
USA - (OMA) Operative Philadelphia, USA - (PHL) Operative Phoenix, AZ, USA - (PHX) Operative Pittsburgh, PA, USA - (PIT) Operasjonell Port-Au-Prince, Haiti - (PAP) Operative Portland, ELLER, USA - (PDX) Operasjonell Queretaro, MX, Mexico - (QRO) Operative Richmond, Virginia - (RIC) Operational Sacramento, CA, USA - (SMF)
Operative Salt Lake City, UT, USA - (SLC) Operative San Diego, CA, USA - (SAN) Operative San Jose , CA, USA - (SJC) Operative Saskatoon, SK, Canada - (YXE) Operative Seattle, WA, USA - (SEA) Operative St. Louis, MO, USA - (STL) Operasjonell Tallahassee, FL, USA - (TLH) Operative Tampa, FL, USA - (TPA) Operative Toronto
, ON, Canada - (YYZ) Operasjonell Vancouver, BC, Canada - (YVR) Operative Winnipeg, MB, Canada - (YWG) Operasjonell Side 2 Cloudflare Logger Forsinkelser ← Nåværende Status drevet av Statuspage Statuspage
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